Space Mineral Resources Academy Study 3-26
Minutes, Kick-Off Meeting
6 Rue Galilee, Paris, France
IAA Headquarters
0900-1130 22 March 2017

Meeting was called to order with 7 participants:

Art Dula  Michael Simpson
Pete Swan  Carol Simpson
Roger Lenard  Haithem Altwarijry
Susan McKenna Lawlor

Note: Our next meeting will be in Adelaide during the IAC [25-29 Sept, 2017]. The exact day and time will be published on the Academy website and distributed by our secretary. Please plan on being there and bringing your thoughts and conclusions – in writing. We hope that our SMR session for D4.5 will provide an avenue for many discussions towards our study conclusions. Those papers will have impact on our study.

Minutes

Topic 1: Discussed various ways of identifying global benefits;

Topic 2: Discussed UN sustainable developments: Identified the 17 Sustainable Developmental Goals as method of identifying benefits

Topic 3: Discussed potential for publishing SMR #1 book in Arabic
Topic 3: Discussed potential publication of SMR #1 in Arabic

Topic 4: Generated several action items

Some action items:

Roger to post minutes to Google Drive

Michael to post referenced paper to Google Drive in documents folder

Anat to remind people to obtain gmail account

Art and Dr. Atlwaijry to discuss printing of SMR #1 in Arabic

Pete and Roger to finalize outline and post to GD for review

Adjourned at 1135.